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NETWORK MODULARITY IN THE PRESENCE OF COVARIATES∗1
BEATE EHRHARDT † AND PATRICK J. WOLFE ‡2
Abstract. We characterize the large-sample properties of network modularity in the presence3
of covariates, under a natural and flexible null model. This provides for the first time an objective4
measure of whether or not a particular value of modularity is meaningful. In particular, our results5
quantify the strength of the relation between observed community structure and the interactions in a6
network. Our technical contribution is to provide limit theorems for modularity when a community7
assignment is given by nodal features or covariates. These theorems hold for a broad class of network8
models over a range of sparsity regimes, as well as weighted, multi-edge, and power-law networks.9
This allows us to assign p-values to observed community structure, which we validate using several10
benchmark examples in the literature. We conclude by applying this methodology to investigate a11
multi-edge network of corporate email interactions.12
Key words. degree-based network models, limit theorems, network community structure, sta-13
tistical network analysis14
AMS subject classifications. 05C75, 62G20, 91D3015
1. Introduction. A fundamental challenge in modern science is to understand16
and explain network structure: in particular, the tendency of nodes in a network to17
connect in communities based on shared characteristics or function. Scientists in-18
evitably observe not only network nodes and their connections, but also additional19
information in the form of covariates. Most analysis methods fail to exploit this infor-20
mation when attempting to explain network structure, and instead assign communities21
based solely on the network itself. This leads to a loss of interpretability and presents22
a barrier to understanding. We solve this problem, by showing how to decide whether23
communities defined by covariates lead to a valid summary of network structure. In24
the student friendship network shown in Figure 1, for example, this means we can25
evaluate whether communities based on common gender, race, or year in school can26
explain the observed structure of the friendships.27
The strength of community structure in networks is most often measured by mod-28
ularity [19], which is intuitive and practically effective but until now has lacked a sound29
theoretical basis. We derive modularity from first principles, give it a formal statis-30
tical interpretation, and show why it works in practice. Moreover, by acknowledging31
that different community assignments may explain different aspects of a network’s32
observed structure, we extend the applicability of modularity beyond its typical use33
to find a single “best” community assignment.34
We use covariates to define community assignments, and then prove that mod-35
ularity quantifies how well these covariates explain network structure. We show a36
fundamental limit theorem for modularity in this context: in the presence of covari-37
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(a) Race (b) Year in school
(c) Gender (d) Randomized
Fig. 1: A student friendship network illustrated for four different community assign-
ments, each defined by a covariate [9, 18, 23].
ates, it behaves like a Normal random variable for large networks whenever there is38
a lack of community structure. This allows us to translate modularity into a prob-39
ability (a p-value), enabling for the first time its use to draw defensible, repeatable40
conclusions from network analysis.41
Our main technical contribution is a flexible, nonparametric approach to quantify42
the strength of observed community structure. Most work assumes a single unobserved43
or latent community assignment (e.g., stochastic block models [4, 13, 24], latent space44
models [11, 12], and random dot product graphs [25, 27]. Traud et al. [26] analyze45
the correlation between covariates and the single, latent community structure). Hoff46
et al. [12], Newman et al. [18] and Zhang et al. [28] all estimate latent community47
structure, while adjusting for the varying effects of covariates. Fosdick and Hoff [9]48
simultaneously model covariates and latent structure, providing a test for indepen-49
dence. In contrast, we derive limit theorems to evaluate observed community structure50
implied by the covariates themselves.51
Most recently (after the posting of this manuscript), Newman [17] derives a com-52
plementary interpretation of modularity, relating it to maximizing the likelihood of53
a degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel. Other literature on modularity has typi-54
cally focused on parametric statistical approaches. For example, the authors of [2]55
model all edges as equally likely Bernoulli random variables. In contrast, we take56
a nonparametric approach: using a single parameter per node, we model only the57
expectation of each edge [6]. This allows for individual node-specific differences but58
avoids specific distributional assumptions on the edges. Our results apply to a broad59
class of network models, allowing us to treat (among others) power-law networks [7],60
weighted networks, and those with multiple edges.61
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a statistical model-based62
interpretation of modularity. We then present our main result: a methodology to63
quantify the explanatory power of covariates on the interactions in a network (sec-64
tion 3). Technically, we derive a limit theorem describing the large-sample behavior65
of modularity in the presence of covariates. In the sequel, we explain this result. In66
section 4, we show that the model underlying modularity is a degree-based model for67
which we derive large-sample properties. We then deliver a bias-variance decompo-68
sition for modularity in section 5. After validating our method on four benchmark69
examples in section 6, we analyze email interactions in a multi-edge corporate email70
network identifying those covariates that reflect the networks structure (section 7).We71
finish with simulations demonstrating that modularity is robust as a measure of the72
strength of community structure (section 8).73
2. Network modularity in the presence of covariates. Two essential in-74
gredients are necessary to understand modularity in the presence of covariates: first,75
a framework to allow for a formal interpretation of modularity as a measure of statis-76
tical significance; and second, the use of this framework to evaluate a covariate-based77
community assignment. We now describe each of these ingredients in turn.78
First, to interpret modularity as a measure of statistical significance, we must79
recognize it as an estimator of a population quantity. Let g(·) denote an assignment80
of nodes into groups (i.e., communities), and write δg(i)=g(j) = 1 when nodes i and j81
are assigned to the same group, and 0 otherwise. Denote by Aij the strength of an82
edge (e.g., a count or a weight) between nodes i and j, and by di =
∑
j 6=iAij the83
degree of the ith node. Then, modularity as defined in [19] is84
Q̂ =
n∑
j=1
∑
i<j
[
Aij − didj∑n
l=1 dl
]
δg(i)=g(j).(1)85
86
Modularity contrasts an observed edge Aij with the ratio didj/
∑
l dl whenever87
nodes i and j are in the same community. Now consider replacing didj/
∑
l dl by88
EAij , the expected value of an edge under a given model:89
Q =
n∑
j=1
∑
i<j
[Aij − EAij ] δg(i)=g(j).(2)90
91
We recognize Q in Eq. (2) as a sum of signed residuals (observed minus expected92
values) Aij − EAij . If the model for each EAij posits the absence of community93
structure, then a large positive value of Q indicates the presence of such structure94
(more within-group edges than expected). Figure 1 illustrates this effect: the visible95
community structure in Figures 1a–c is obscured in Figure 1d when communities are96
assigned at random. Moreover, using didj/
∑
l dl as a proxy for EAij , we see that97
modularity Q̂ as defined in Eq. (1) is an estimator of Q in Eq. (2). We will return to98
this point in the next section.99
Second, to interpret covariate-based community structure, we must recognize that100
different community assignments reveal different structural aspects of a network. Fig-101
ures 1a–c illustrate this point using a student friendship network grouped by gender,102
race, and year in school. Covariates such as these define distinct community as-103
signments, each of which relates the covariate in question to the observed network104
structure.105
A key insight is that rather than maximizing modularity to obtain a single “best”106
community assignment, we may instead use modularity to measure the strength of107
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an observed community structure. If a particular community assignment is given108
by a covariate, then modularity allows us to quantify the explanatory value of this109
covariate for the observed structure of the network.110
3. Main result: A limit theorem for modularity. Our main result is a111
practical tool to understand objectively whether a covariate captures the structure112
of the interactions in a network. Technically, we derive a theorem quantifying the113
large-sample behavior of modularity in the setting above. In particular, if the null114
model of Definition 2 below is in force, then modularity in the presence of covariates115
behaves like a Normal random variable. This enables us to associate a p-value with116
any observed community structure, quantifying how unlikely it is (under the null) to117
observe a community structure at least as extreme as the one we observe.118
Theorem 1 (Central limit theorem for modularity). Suppose the null model of119
Definition 2 below is in force, and consider a sequence of networks where for each n120
we observe a fixed (non-random) group assignment g(1), g(2), . . . , g(n). Then as long121
as the number of groups grows strictly more slowly than n, there exist constants b and122
s for each n such that as n→∞,123
Q̂− b
s
d→ Normal(0, 1).124
Proof. Proofs of all results are given in the Appendices.125
Thus, when appropriately shifted and scaled, modularity converges in distribution126
to a standard Normal random variable. In the sequel we explain this result and give127
explicit formulations for b and s2 (Eqs. (4) and (5) below).128
4. The network model underlying modularity. To understand Theorem 1,129
we must establish a technical foundation for modularity in the presence of covariates.130
Different models for the network edges Aij will imply different estimators for Q in131
Eq. (2). Estimating Q using Q̂ in Eq. (1), we indirectly assume a model for the132
absence of community structure, where nodes connect independently based on the133
product of their individual propensities to form connections [6, 21, 20].134
Definition 2 (The network model underlying modularity). Consider an undi-135
rected, random graph on n nodes without self-loops. We model its (possibly weighted)136
edges Aij ≥ 0 as independent random variables with expectations given by the product137
of node-specific parameters pi1, pi2, . . . , pin > 0:138
EAij = piipij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.139140
Furthermore, considering a sequence of such networks as n grows, we assume they are141
well behaved asymptotically:142
1. No single node dominates the network: maxi pii/p¯i, with p¯i =
1
n
∑n
l=1 pil, is143
bounded asymptotically;144
2. The network is not too sparse: mini pii ·
√
n diverges as n grows;145
3. The expectation of each edge EAij does not diverge too quickly as n grows:146
maxi pii/
√
n goes to 0;147
4. The variance of each edge does not vary too much from its expectation:148
VarAij/EAij is bounded from above and away from 0 asymptotically; and149
5. The skewness of each edge Aij is controlled: the third central moment150
E
[
(Aij − EAij)3
]
divided by the variance VarAij is bounded asymptotically.151
152
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We make no further assumptions on the distribution of Aij , and so our results153
apply in many settings, including weighted networks and those with multiple edges.154
Assumptions 1–3 are structural: the first excludes star-like networks; the second155
ensures that the network is not too sparse; and the third controls the growth of EAij156
with n in the weighted or multi-edge setting. Assumptions 4 and 5 are technical;157
they exclude extreme behavior of the edge variables. For instance, both are fulfilled158
whenever Aij ∼ Bernoulli (piipij) or Aij ∼ Poisson (piipij).159
Each parameter pii describes the relative popularity of node i. Thus, to fit the160
degree-based model of Definition 2 to a network, we estimate the parameters pii using161
the node’s degrees di as follows [6, 21, 20]:162
pˆii =
di√∑n
l=1 dl
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.(3)163
164
The estimator pˆii is both more natural and more computationally efficient than165
the corresponding maximum-likelihood estimator for pii, which follows from the the-166
ory of generalized linear models and cannot be written explicitly in closed form. In167
many settings the difference between these estimators is provably small [21], and so168
properties of maximum likelihood estimation can also be expected to hold for Eq. (3).169
Most importantly, we show that any finite collection of estimators defined by170
Eq. (3) tends toward a multivariate Normal distribution when n is large and Def-171
inition 2 is in force. This generalizes a univariate result in [20] which assumes172
Bernoulli (piipij) edges and a power law degree distribution.173
Theorem 3 (Multivariate central limit theorem for Eq. (3)). Assume the model174
of Definition 2 and any finite set of estimators from Eq. (3). Relabeling the indices175
of these estimators from 1 to r without loss of generality, we have that as n→∞,176 √√√√ n∑
l=1
E dl
(
pˆi1 − pi1√
Var d1
, . . . ,
pˆir − pir√
Var dr
)
d→ Normal(0, Ir).177
178
Furthermore,
√
nVar di/
∑n
l=1 E dl is bounded asymptotically, and can be consistently179
estimated if Aij ∼ Bernoulli (piipij) or Poisson (piipij) by substituting pˆi for pi in Var di180
and E di.181
From Definition 2 and Eq. (3), it is natural to define182
ÊAij = pˆiipˆij =
didj∑n
l=1 dl
, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.183
184
Substituting ÊAij for EAij in Eq. (2), we immediately recognize modularity Q̂ as185
defined in Eq. (1). Thus, modularity implicitly assumes the degree-based model of186
Definition 2.187
Moreover, ÊAij −EAij converges in probability to zero under the model of Def-188
inition 2 (see Appendices). As a consequence of Theorem 3, we then obtain a central189
limit theorem for ÊAij .190
Corollary 4. As n→∞ under the model of Definition 2,191
ÊAij − EAij√(
pi2j Var di + pi
2
i Var dj
)
/
∑n
l=1 E dl
d→ Normal(0, 1).192
193
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Fig. 2: Within- and between-group edges in a network of political books frequently
purchased together, where groups are defined by political alignment [16]. Note that
only within-group edges appear in Q (Eq. (2)); by contrast, both types of edges
contribute to modularity Q̂ (Eq. (1)).
Furthermore,
√
[n/EAij ] ·
(
pi2j Var di + pi
2
i Var dj
)
/
∑n
l=1 E dl is bounded asymptoti-194
cally, and can be consistently estimated by substituting pˆi for pi if Aij ∼ Bernoulli (piipij)195
or Aij ∼ Poisson (piipij).196
This result leads to the first of two key insights as to why modularity, when197
appropriately shifted and scaled, behaves like a Normal(0, 1) random variable. Recall198
that Q̂ (Eq. (1)) is an estimator for its population counterpart Q (Eq. (2)), in which199
ÊAij estimates EAij . Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), and approximating ÊAij by200
E didj/
∑n
l=1 E dl, we obtain:201
E(Q̂−Q) ≈
n∑
j=1
∑
i<j
(
EAij − E didj∑n
l=1 E dl
)
δg(i)=g(j).202
203
Under the model of Definition 2, this difference cancels to first order (see Appendices),204
yielding an approximate bias term of205
b =
n∑
j=1
∑
i<j
EAij
(
E di + E dj −
∑n
l=1 pi
2
l
)∑n
l=1 E dl
δg(i)=g(j).(4)206
207
This is precisely the shift term appearing in Theorem 1.208
5. Modularity reflects within- and between-group edges. Figure 2 illus-209
trates the second main insight into the limiting behavior of modularity: its variability210
reduces asymptotically to that of a centered sum of within- and between-group edges.211
More specifically, every network degree di =
∑
j 6=iAij decomposes into within-212
and between-group components:213
di = d
w
i + d
b
i ;214
dwi =
∑
j 6=i
Aijδg(i)=g(j), d
b
i =
∑
j 6=i
Aijδg(i) 6=g(j).215
216
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This decomposition is surprisingly powerful, in part because the model of Defini-217
tion 2 asserts that dwi and d
b
i are statistically independent for any fixed group assign-218
ment g(1), g(2), . . . , g(n). After separating the systematic bias term b in modularity219
from its random variation, we obtain the following decomposition.220
Theorem 5 (Bias–variance decomposition for modularity). Under the model of221
Definition 2 and for a fixed (non-random) group assignment g(1), g(2), . . . , g(n), it222
holds that223
Q̂− b =
n∑
i=1
αi [d
w
i − E dwi ] +
n∑
i=1
βi
[
dbi − E dbi
]
+ ,224
where  is a random error term, αi = 1/2 + βi, and225
βi =
[
1
2
∑n
l=1 E dwl∑n
l=1 E dl
− E d
w
i
E di
]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.226
Theorem 5 quantifies the random variability inherent in modularity under the227
model of Definition 2. It establishes that a main term contributing to the variability228
of Q̂− b in this setting is a linear combination of centered within- and between-group229
degrees (dwi , d
b
i ), which for each i are statistically independent. The weights αi and230
βi associated with this linear combination are determined by the global proportion231
of expected within-group edges in the network, relative to the local proportion of232
expected within-group edges specific to node i.233
Combining these two insights, we first shift modularity Q̂ by its approximate bias234
b and then scale it by the variance s2 of
∑n
i=1 αi [d
w
i − E dwi ] +
∑n
i=1 βi
[
dbi − E dbi
]
:235
(5) s2 =
n∑
j=1
∑
i<j
[
δg(i)=g(j) + βi + βj
]2
VarAij .236
Recalling Theorem 5, we then know that we are left with a linear combination of237
centered within- and between-group degrees that are now also scaled by s. This leads238
directly to a central limit theorem for modularity Q̂ as stated in Theorem 1:239
Q̂− b
s
d→ Normal(0, 1).240
6. Applying the limit theorem to benchmark examples. Having estab-241
lished a central limit theorem for modularity in the presence of covariates, we now242
show how to apply this result in practice. To turn our theory into a methodology suit-243
able for a specific network dataset, we first need to elicit a model for the data based244
on Definition 2. We then fit this model, leading ultimately to a p-value based on The-245
orem 1. We now illustrate the complete analysis procedure for four binary networks246
which, along with their covariates, frequently serve as benchmarks for community247
detection [16, 8]. Tables 1 and 2 summarize all data and results.248
1. First, we must further specify the null model of Definition 2, so that the249
parameter s2 in Eq. (5) can be estimated. This can be done either by assuming250
sets of the variances VarAij to be equal, or by assuming a distribution for251
the edges Aij . Since the benchmark networks we consider here are binary252
(Aij ∈ {0, 1}), we model their edges as253
Aij ∼ Bernoulli(piipij).254255
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Dataset Covariate Nodes Groups Degree percentiles
25% 50% 75%
Books [16] Political alignment 105 3 5 6 9
Jazz bands [10] Recording location 198 17 16 25 39
Weblogs [1] Political alignment 1224 2 3 13 36
Co-authors [15] Subject category 36297 7 2 5 10
Table 1: Four benchmark network datasets.
Dataset Simulated under the null Data as observed
(covariates as Q̂ (Q̂− bˆ)/sˆ p-value Q̂ (Q̂− bˆ)/sˆ p-value
in Table 1) mean mean std. mean std.
Books 2.60 0.02 1.01 0.51 0.29 189 21 < 10−6
Jazz bands 6.67 0.01 1.02 0.51 0.29 552 29 < 10−6
Weblogs 23.20 0.01 1.04 0.50 0.30 6812 118 < 10−6
Co-authors 14.64 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.29 73614 472 < 10−6
Table 2: Analysis of the data of Table 1, using modularity derived from covariate-
based community assignments.
2. Second, we must assess whether the five asymptotic assumptions of Defini-256
tion 2 appear to hold for our data and whether the number K of communities257
is sufficiently smaller than n (i.e., we assume K/n→ 0). Assumptions 3–5 are258
automatically satisfied for Bernoulli edges, and since all K  n we are left259
to assess Assumptions 1 (maxi pii/p¯i bounded) and 2 (mini pii ·
√
n growing).260
We do this by substituting pˆii for pii, noting that maxi pˆii/¯ˆpi = maxi di/d¯ and261
mini pˆii ·
√
n = mini di/
√
d¯. Replacing mini di, d¯, and maxi di respectively by262
the first, second and third degree quartiles as shown in Table 1, we observe263
that for all four benchmark networks, these ratios are of order one. This indi-264
cates that these networks are neither too star-like nor too sparse for Theorem265
1 to apply.266
3. Third, we estimate the parameters b and s necessary to shift and scale Q̂ in267
accordance with Theorem 1. To obtain an estimator bˆ, we substitute pˆi for268
pi in Eq. (4). The estimator sˆ depends on the assumption added in Step 1269
above. Here, with Aij ∼ Bernoulli (piipij), we have270
VarAij = piipij (1− piipij) .271
Then, sˆ follows directly by substituting pˆi for pi in Eq. (5).272
4. Finally, we compute and interpret the resulting approximate p-value. We first273
decide whether we want to test for an assortative or disassortative community274
structure. We then define community assignments g(1), g(2), . . . , g(n) based275
on a covariate, and calculate Q̂ as per Eq. (1). We next estimate (Q̂− b)/s276
using bˆ and sˆ. Then, by Theorem 1, we compute an approximate one-sided277
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(a) By number of groups (b) By strength of community structure
Fig. 3: The relationship between p-value and the strength of community structure:
p-values averaged over 1000 simulated networks each drawn from a degree-corrected
stochastic block model [14] with the parameters pˆii and size n of the network of books
(Table 1).
p-value as follows:278
(6) Pr
(
Z ≥
∣∣∣∣∣ Q̂− bˆsˆ
∣∣∣∣∣
)
, Z ∼ Normal(0, 1).279
A small p-value implies that the observed value of modularity (or any larger280
value) is unlikely under the null.281
Table 2 shows the results of applying this procedure to four benchmark datasets:282
a network of books [16] where books are connected if they have frequently been283
purchased together, categorized by political affiliation (Figure 2); a network of jazz284
bands [10] where bands are connected if they have at least one band member in com-285
mon, categorized by recording location; a network of political commentary websites286
(weblogs) [1] where weblogs are connected if they refer to each other, categorized by287
political affiliation; and a network of physicists [15] where physicists are connected if288
they have co-authored a manuscript, categorized by manuscript subject category.289
The first conclusion of our benchmark analysis is as follows: when we fit the null290
model of Definition 2 to each of these four networks, and then simulate from the291
fitted model (parametric bootstrap), each simulated network results in (via Eq. (6))292
a p-value with empirical mean near 1/2 and standard deviation near 1/
√
12. This293
empirical result aligns with Theorem 1, which predicts the p-values to be uniformly294
distributed with exactly that mean and standard deviation in the limit.295
Our second conclusion is that, when using the observed data rather than simu-296
lated data under the null, each of the covariates leads (again via Eq. (6)) to a very297
small p-value (< 10−6; see Table 2). This suggests that the data as observed are ex-298
tremely unlikely under the null. Furthermore, since the null itself cannot explain any299
community structure, the conclusion we obtain agrees with the use of these covariates300
by other researchers as ground truth in community detection settings.301
Figure 3 illustrates that the relationship between p-value and the strength of the302
community structure strongly depends on the effective sample size, here represented303
by the number of groups. Based on the parameters pˆii and size n of the network304
of books (Table 1), we simulate from a degree-corrected stochastic block model [14]:305
EAij = wpiipij when i and j are in the same community and EAij = piipij otherwise.306
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Fig. 4: Multi-edges Aij in the Enron corporate email dataset (153 employees, 32261
pairwise email exchanges), grouped according to four different covariate-based com-
munity assignments. Shading indicates the number of emails exchanged.
Covariate (no. groups) Q̂ Q̂− bˆ p-value
sˆ Eq. (6) Bootstrap
Department (3) 11454 6.17 < 10−6 < 10−6
Seniority (3) 6346 3.14 9× 10−4 8× 10−6
Gender (2) 5013 2.36 9× 10−3 2× 10−3
First name initial (17) 971 0.74 2× 10−1 2× 10−1
Last name initial (3) −667 −0.46 7× 10−1 7× 10−1
Table 3: Analysis of the data of Figure 4, using modularity derived from multiple
covariate-based community assignments.
In Figure 3a, we show for a fixed number of groups that as the strength of commu-307
nity structure w increases the p-value decreases. However, for a fixed strength of308
community structure w, the p-value increases as the number of groups increases (Fig-309
ure 3b). These simulations demonstrate that the p-value quantifies the plausibility of310
the observed data under the null, but not the strength of community structure.311
7. Evaluating communities in a multi-edge email network. We now illus-312
trate how our methodology can identify covariates that reflect a network’s community313
structure. This analysis goes beyond the four benchmark examples considered above,314
where we validated our methodology but did not reach any new data-analytic con-315
clusions. Here we evaluate the effects of employee seniority, gender, and company316
department on community structure in a multi-edge corporate email network (see317
Figure 4). Table 3 summarizes all results, showing that each of these covariates re-318
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Fig. 5: Observed versus expected email counts for maximum-likelihood fits of four
different models satisfying Definition 2.
Model for the Degrees Residual Relative
multi-edges Aij of freedom deviance change
Poisson 153 142031 −39%
Zero-inflated Poisson 154 57070 −37%
Negative Binomial (NB) 154 12671 −19%
Zero-inflated NB 155 12671 0%
Table 4: Goodness-of-fit versus model complexity for the models in Figure 5 (starting
from the 1-parameter model Poisson (λ), relative to a saturated negative Binomial
model with r →∞).
sults in a small p-value, while covariates based on grouping the first- or last-name319
initials of the employees do not. We will return to this analysis in more detail below,320
after describing the data and eliciting a suitable model.321
This network and its covariates form a substantially richer dataset than those322
treated above. The data come from the Enron corporation [22]: as part of a U.S.323
government investigation following allegations of fraud, the email activities of senior324
employees from 1998–2002 were made public. Following the analysis in [22], we ex-325
clude all emails that have been sent en masse (to more than five recipients), leading326
to 32261 pairwise email exchanges between 153 employees. To model this network we327
will use the full flexibility afforded by Definition 2, following the four steps described328
in the previous section to determine a p-value corresponding to each covariate.329
Step 1: To construct a suitable model for the observed multi-edges Aij , we com-330
pare four distributions satisfying the assumptions of Definition 2: Poisson(piipij),331
NegativeBinomial(piipij , r) with common shape parameter r, and zero-inflated ver-332
sions of both. Figure 5 shows how well these distributions model the multi-edges.333
Even without zero-inflation, the negative Binomial distribution yields a good fit, par-334
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ticularly in the right tail. A formal model comparison via suitable likelihood ratio335
tests [5] confirms this: as Table 4 shows, the negative Binomial achieves the best336
balance between fitting the observed data (residual deviance) and model complexity337
(degrees of freedom). We thus choose the model338
Aij ∼ NegativeBinomial(piipij , r).(7)339340
Step 2: To verify the assumptions of Definition 2 for our data, we first assess As-341
sumptions 1 and 2 exactly as before. Computing quartiles Q1–Q3 of the degrees—342
68, 200, 564—we see that Q3/Q2 and Q1/
√
Q2 are both of order one. Assump-343
tion 3 (maxi pii/
√
n shrinking) can be analogously assessed via Q3/(n
√
Q2). Assump-344
tions 4 and 5 require VarAij/EAij = 1 + piipij/r and E
[
(Aij − EAij)3
]
/VarAij =345
1 + 2piipij/r to be bounded. To assess this, we observe that a maximum-likelihood es-346
timate of r [5] yields rˆ = 0.047, while the first three quartiles of ÊAij are respectively347
0.16, 0.59, 2.1. The ratio of the number of communities K over n is below 0.02 for all348
covariates, but first name initial with K/n = 0.1111 (see Table 3 for values of K).349
Step 3: To estimate b and s in Theorem 1, we substitute pˆii for pii in Eqs. (4)350
and (5) exactly as before. Recall, however, that to estimate s we also require an351
estimate of VarAij in Eq. (5). Under the parametrization of Eq. (7), it follows that352
VarAij = piipij (1 + piipij/r) .(8)353354
Thus, VarAij can be estimated by substituting pˆii for pii and rˆ for r in (8). This yields355
the required estimators bˆ and sˆ.356
Step 4: To calculate p-values, we must first compute (Q̂− bˆ)/sˆ for each covariate.357
Since we analyze more than one covariate, one must adjust the p-values for multiple358
comparisons. Below we consider a conservative Bonferroni correction. However, when359
considering many covariates, we recommend to look into more advanced multiple360
comparison adjustments; e.g., controlling the false discovery rate [3]. In advance361
of our analysis, we would expect that employee gender, seniority, and department362
might reflect aspects of community structure in email interactions. In contrast, we363
would expect covariates based on the first or last name of each individual to be364
non-informative. Figure 4 illustrates, in decreasing order of (Q̂ − bˆ)/sˆ, the observed365
structure of our data when grouped by covariate.366
Table 3 reports two approximate p-values per covariate, in contrast to the previous367
section. The first of these derives (via Eq. (6)) from Theorem 1, which shows the368
limiting distribution of (Q̂− bˆ)/sˆ under the assumed model to be a standard Normal.369
The second is based on 107 replicates of the parametric bootstrap, whereby we fit a370
negative Binomial model to the data and then simulate from the fitted values to obtain371
an empirical finite-sample distribution. Table 3 indicates that our asymptotic theory372
is somewhat conservative in this setting, leading as it does here to larger p-values than373
the bootstrap.374
Finally, considering these p-values in more detail, we see from Table 3 that for the375
covariates of department, gender, and seniority, all p-values fall below 1% (leading to a376
corrected total of 5% after adjusting for multiple comparisons). In contrast, we obtain377
large p-values for first- and last-name covariates. This matches our expectations that378
department, gender, and seniority are likely to have an impact on email interactions,379
while there is no obvious reason why this should hold for name-related covariates.380
8. Beyond the theory: robustness of modularity. Simulations indicate381
that modularity as a measure of community structure (Theorem 1) is robust against382
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Fig. 6: Robustness of modularity to the degree-based model assumption: modular-
ity for simulated networks with increasing disagreement to the degree-based model;
contrasted by the observed modularity of the network of Jazz bands (Table 1).
deviations from the degree-based model assumption. We have seen in the last two383
sections that the observed networks with informative covariates led to high modularity384
and low p-values. Since we checked all other assumptions, the reason can either be385
an informative community structure or a poor model fit of the degree-based model386
to the data. In Figure 6, we illustrate the impact on modularity of an increasing387
disagreement between simulated networks and the degree-based model measured in388
mean squared error (MSE). The networks are simulated from a degree-based model389
(MSE= 1435, solid green line), a degree-corrected stochastic block model (MSE=390
2293, dashed blue line) and a stochastic block model (MSE= 2839, dotted orange391
line). For each model, we used the size, the expected density and the covariate of the392
network of Jazz bands (Table 1). We see in all three cases that modularity is well393
approximated by a Normal(0, 1) random variable despite the increasingly poor model394
fit and that the observed modularity value of the network of Jazz bands is highly395
unlikely under any of the empirical distributions.396
In practice, we can assess the distribution of modularity for an observed network397
and its covariate using simulations. We compute modularity for the observed edges398
and the observed community structure. To ensure independence between the commu-399
nity structure and the edges, we randomly permute the rows of the adjacency matrix400
and apply the same permutation to the columns. We repeat the procedure for 1000401
random permutations and assess the empirical distribution of modularity. For The-402
orem 1 to hold, the empirical distribution needs to be approximately Normal(0, 1).403
Applying this empirical assessment to the networks in Table 1 showed that modularity404
is well approximated by a Normal(0, 1) random variable in all four cases.405
In contrast to the limitations of the original modularity Q̂, modularity as intro-406
duced here (i.e., (Q̂− bˆ)/sˆ) can be used to assess both the strength of assortative and407
disassortative community structures. Figure 7 illustrates how modularity and the cor-408
responding p-values change as we move from an assortative to a disassortative network.409
Modularity measures the divergence of the observed network from the degree-based410
model. For assortative networks, we observe more edges within communities than ex-411
pected leading to high modularity values. In contrast, in disassortative networks we412
observe fewer edges and low modularity values. Since under the degree-based model413
modularity is asymptotically Normal distributed—a symmetric distribution—we see414
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(a) Modularity (b) P values
Fig. 7: Modularity and its corresponding p-value for assortative (b w) and disassor-
tative (b w) networks simulated from a degree-corrected stochastic block model [14].
The red solid lines indicate when the community structure is significant. The dotted
lines indicate when there is no community structure present (b = w).
low p-values for both assortative and disassortative networks. The networks in Fig-415
ure 7 are simulated from a degree-corrected stochastic block model [14]: EAij = wpiipij416
when i and j are in the same community and EAij = bpiipij otherwise; where the pa-417
rameters pˆii, size n and number of groups agree with the network of books (Table 1).418
9. Discussion. Networks have richer and more varied structure than can be de-419
scribed by a single “best” community assignment. To reflect this, we have introduced420
an approach which exploits the structural information captured by covariates, each of421
which may describe different aspects of community structure in the data. In contrast422
to community detection per se, this approach allows us to assess the significance of423
a given, interpretable community assignment with respect to the observed network424
structure. As described in the data analysis examples above, our method leads to the425
identification of structurally significant community assignments, ultimately yielding426
a better understanding of the network under study.427
In technical terms, we have established a central limit theorem for modularity428
under a nonparametric null model, yielding p-values to assess the significance of ob-429
served community structure. The model we introduce shows explicitly how modular-430
ity measures variability in the data that cannot be explained solely by node-specific431
propensities for connection. What is more, modularity has more explanatory power432
than a classical (chi-squared) goodness-of-fit statistic: by aggregating the estimated433
signed residuals Aij − didj/
∑
l dl within every network community, it measures the434
global tendency of a given community assignment to explain the observed network435
structure.436
To advance the state of the art in network analysis, we as a research commu-437
nity must use this explanatory power to understand the effects of multiple observed438
communities on network structure, incorporating continuous covariates and combina-439
tions of covariates. Our work here represents a first step in this direction: we use440
the explanatory power of modularity to assess the significance of observed community441
structure relative to a null model. This opens the door to more advanced uses of442
multiple observed community assignments within formal statistical modeling frame-443
works. This is an important next step, since we see clear evidence here that multiple444
groupings may explain different aspects of a network’s community structure.445
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